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Abstract: Background: In demanding cognitive tasks, older people mostly experience more problems
than younger people, and their brain workload is higher. An overloaded or exhausted mental
workload is frequently associated with unsafe driving behavior. In this paper, we hypothesize
that 10 active training sessions in a driving simulator positively influence brain workload, which
relates to a beneficial increase in on-road driving performance. Methods: Ninety-one healthy active
drivers (62–87 years) were randomly assigned to: (a) a driving simulator-training group; (b) an
attention-training group; or (c) a control group. The dependent variables of this training study
were brain workload (theta Fz/alpha Pz), and performance in three tasks, for which inhibition of
inadequate responses (Stroop, Negative Priming, and Flanker) is required. Seventy-seven participants
(85% of the total sample) completed the training. Training gains were analyzed by using a multiple
regression analysis with planned comparisons. Results: The results revealed that the driving simulator
training reduced brain workload during performance of the inhibition tasks. The performance of
the simulator group during the inhibition tasks did not improve, but the participants completed the
tasks with less brain workload compared to the attention-training group. Conclusion: Adding to
our first paper on the Drive-Wise project, this paper now focuses on the superiority of the driving
simulator training, compared to attention-training in regards to reducing brain workload. The
change in brain workload seems to be associated with a positive change in drivers’ behavior on the
road. Hence, a driving simulator training lasting only ten sessions leads to beneficial neuroplastic
changes. This demonstrates brain plasticity of older people and its possible positive influence in real
driving behavior.
Keywords: cognitive training; brain plasticity; aging; driving skills; driving simulator; inhibition process
1. Introduction
Driving a car is a demanding task [1] that is known to be problematic for a subset of older drivers
due to declines in different cognitive domains [2]. Therefore, different countries have implemented
specific policies to identify unsafe older drivers, and if necessary, to revoke a driving license [3].
Nevertheless, it has been shown that several of these policies have mostly failed [4,5]. However,
driving practice interventions, especially for older drivers, may be an alternative approach to counteract
reduced driving performance.
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Focusing on driving in different age groups, many studies have demonstrated that the type of
car accident differs between young and old drivers [6], and that there is an increased risk for older
drivers to be involved in collisions, in more complex traffic situations [7,8]. Similarly, in complex
traffic situations, older drivers tend to make more driving errors than younger drivers [9]. Anstey
and Wood [2] reported on complex traffic situations, in which cognitive domains, such as selective
attention, switching, inhibition, and discrimination predicts braking/accelerating and lane change
errors in older drivers.
These differences between younger and older drivers are also discussed in the context of changes
in cognitive decline, and driving safety [10,11], unsafe driving behavior in older drivers [12], and
the use of compensatory behavior [13,14]. While educational approaches have been shown to raise
awareness for problematic driving aspects in the older driver community [15], they did not increase
driving safety in this age group [16]. Based on this knowledge, driving practice interventions may
be an alternative approach to counteract reduced driving performance. In recent years, different
training approaches for older drivers have been developed. For example, cognitive training studies
have revealed promising training effects on driving safety [17], a delay in driving cessation [18], or
the enhancement of protective driving behavior [9,19]. Roenker and colleagues [20] revealed that
a speed of processing training compared to a passive video-watching in a driving simulator cabin
increased driving performance. In addition, practicing visual scanning at intersections (second look)
in a driving simulator leads to positive long-term effects, measured two years afterwards (number of
second look) [21]. The reason for the advantages of interactive driving simulator training is likely due
to the complexity of engaging multiple cognitive abilities within a comparable environment to real
life. This is in accordance with previous research, which has demonstrated cognitive training benefits
for older subjects, when practicing complex and strategic computer games (e.g., improved executive
functions) [22].
In this paper, we will use the mental workload concept as a theoretical concept explaining older
drivers’ ability to drive a car safely and efficiently. Mental workload is a frequently used concept
in the context of traffic research, and particularly in research disciplines examining the efficiency of
drivers’ performance. O’Donnel and Eggemeier [23] define mental workload as “the portion of an
individual’s limited mental capacity that is actually required by task demands”. As has been mentioned
by several authors, mental workload “emerges from the interaction between the requirements of a
driving task, the circumstances under which it is performed, and the skills, behaviors, and perceptions
of the pilot” or driver [24,25]. In this context, “situational awareness” is also an important concept.
Borghini et al. [24] define situational awareness as the capability of drivers for the “perception of
different environmental elements, with respect to time and space, together with a comprehension of
their meaning, and the projection of their status after some variable has changed with time.” Mental
workload and situational awareness are tightly connected as an increase in mental workload (induced
by increased task demands), which most probably leads to a decrease in situational awareness, which
in turn will result in decreased task performance. From the above-mentioned definitions, it is clear
that very skilled drivers can manage more demanding traffic situations effectively, and with less
errors. Thus, improving driving skills will reduce mental workload, and in turn will improve driving
performance. The still unanswered question is, which kind of trainings might improve driving and
cognitive skills in older and younger drivers.
In the context of aging, mental workload might increase faster and be sustained for a longer
time, in more or less normal and average traffic situations, in a subset of older subjects. The reasons
for this could be a general age-dependent cognitive decline, less driving skills due to less driving
practice, or an unnecessary anticipation of driving problems caused by a negative self-image of the
older driver. The latter possible reason is most likely evident in countries where older subjects are
explicitly targeted as traffic risks. Therefore, increasing the mental workload capacities of older subjects
might have beneficial effects on the driving performance in these drivers. Possible interventions
that could be employed to increase mental workload, in the context of driving, could be intensive
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driving trainings (increase of driving skills), intensive cognitive trainings (increase of cognitive
capacities), or optimization of the self-concept to a more self-confident, and realistic view of their own
driving performance.
A study that focused on different training methods for older people (single vs. multitasking
training) has been recently published by Anguera et al. [26]. The results of these training approaches
(tracking or discrimination task vs. combination of the two tasks), demonstrated stronger changes in
behavioral and neural measures in participants conducting multitasking training, compared to single
task training. Better task performance (reaction time) and higher frontal theta power were observed
in the multitasking training group [26]. Thus far, it seems that multitasking training approaches
show greater benefits or stronger transfer effects to different higher order cognitive domains [27,28].
In order to drive correctly, more than one perceptual and cognitive process is needed [29]. The effective
simultaneous usage of several cognitive processes during driving (e.g., multitasking) declines with
chronological age and affects the level of mental workload [30]. Mastering traffic situations that are
demanding seems to be a form of multitasking, for which the mental workload increases [31–33].
For example, whenever a dual-task exercise is necessary, the mental workload increases, whereas the
overall driving performance decreases [34].
There are some validation studies for driving simulator applications. A high association (r = 0.716)
or model fit (R2 = 0.657), in a sample of 129 older drivers, between virtual and real on-road driving
behavior was found [35]. In addition, another study demonstrated that driving simulator behavior
correlated with on-road driving performance (r = 0.599) and cognitive performance (r = 0.474), or
a good model fit (R2 = 0.50) in older participants [36]. Furthermore, Engstrom and colleagues [32]
have revealed a relationship between mental workload in real and simulator driving. As shown, it
is possible to use driving simulators as interactive training instruments for traffic relevant aspects in
cognition and/or behavior [9,19]. One of the advantages of a driving simulator is the possibility to
train multiple cognitive processes, which are needed during active driving in real time, in a controlled
laboratory setting.
Cantin and colleagues [37] compared younger and older participants in their handling of a
multitude of different complex traffic situations in a simulator. For both groups, the mental workload
increased with the complexity of the driving context. Nevertheless, younger drivers responded more
than twice as often to an additional task, drove faster than older drivers, and in general showed a lower
mental workload in a complex driving context. Therefore, the authors concluded that in situations
requiring a higher mental workload, older drivers use compensation strategies (e.g., slower driving)
that lower the mental workload. Furthermore, Bélanger et al. [29] revealed that older drivers who
crashed in simulated overtaking maneuvers reported more “feelings of mental workload” (subjective
distress) compared to non-crashers. Additionally, their cognitive test performance was lower in
different cognitive domains (processing speed and attention). Correct inhibition and fast discrimination
seem to be key processes for better short-time decision making, which is essential for driving. As in
the study by Anstey and Wood [2], reaction time as a dependent variable is not sensitive enough to
evaluate driving performance.
For correct and safe traffic navigation, it is of utmost importance that particular mental processes
are still operative to a particular degree. To drive a car efficiently, several psychological functions
need to be orchestrated. Most prominent of which are executive functions, including inhibition,
attention, planning, and working memory (WM). However, it has frequently been argued that, due
to old age, inhibitory processes can be impaired, which has led to the inhibitory deficit theory of
aging [38–40]. In this theory, inhibition is considered to be a mechanism that suppresses ongoing
or competing psychological functions. People with poor inhibitory abilities have difficulties with
attention control, as well as with memory function [41], and additionally, with driving a car [42,43].
As inhibition capabilities strongly depend on the amount of workload [44], older people may
demonstrate less inhibition when the workload increases. Strategies or trainings adapted to improve
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inhibition performance could be efficient in lowering the workload and consequently, enhancing
driving performance in old age.
A promising neurophysiological measure for mental workload, which currently has only been
used in the context of studies examining younger subjects, is the EEG based brain workload score [45–47].
This brain workload score is defined as the ratio between frontal theta and parietal alpha power
(theta Fz/alpha Pz), as measured from standard EEG registrations [46,48,49]. Increased task demands,
and therefore, enhanced mental workload, is also associated with an increased frontal theta activity
and a simultaneous decrease in parietal alpha activity [46,48–50]. Several studies have used this
brain workload score during driving situations. Thus far, they have demonstrated that this score
changes during cognitive tasks that require more mental workload, and because of increased traffic
demands [51,52]. Extensive demands on executive functions concern frontoparietal EEG coherence
in the alpha and theta bands [50], and are associated with an increased brain workload score [49].
In a recent study, brain activity was recorded during driving in a simulator, which involved tasks of
varying difficulty (with or without alertness and vigilance tasks). The results showed that the brain
workload increased in relation to the level of task difficulty [51]. Lei and Roetting [52] observed in
a younger sample, different mental workloads (WM: n0, n1 and n2 back) and driving conditions
(passive/active, perform lane change during 75 or 100 km/h). During task execution, brain activity
was recorded, which revealed that lane change deviation, WM error rate, and response time delay
increased with driving task load and WM load. Moreover, brain workload increased with WM load.
In summary, evidence in the literature on mental workload, in the context of driving behavior,
suggests that multitasking influences brain activity in older adults [26], and that the probability of
driving errors increases simultaneously with increases in mental workload [37]. Therefore, brain
workload might also relate to driving performance in older drivers. In our first paper from the
Drive-Wise project at the University of Zurich, we found a greater benefit in on-road driving for
older drivers participating in driving simulator training, compared with an attention-training group.
The attention and the driving simulator training groups were both associated with general cognitive
improvements, but only the participants from the driving simulator training group improved their
on-road driving performance after training [53].
In this paper, we will report a second finding, obtained from this project. Here we report changed
brain workload measures as a consequence of the different training regimes. All participants performed
three inhibition tasks, before and after training while EEG brain workload measures were obtained.
These psychological tests and the EEG measures took place in the same weeks as the on-road test
drives and application of the cognitive test battery. Thus, we obtained performance measures of the
inhibition tasks and brain workload measures, before and after the training interventions.
We hypothesize that the driving simulator training will result in more efficient processing of
several psychological functions, including alertness, selective attention, as well as inhibition of
irrelevant processes. All these processes are highly relevant for effectively and safely driving a
car. Since the subjects who practiced driving a car will improve their attention and inhibition skills,
brain workload will also substantially diminish when they perform attention and inhibition tasks
outside the driving simulator. Thus, we anticipate a transfer from the driving simulator training to
the performance in typical executive function tasks. Such kinds of transfer will not be present, or to a
much smaller degree, for the cognitive training or the control subjects.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. General Study Design
As shown in Figure 1, our study was designed as a pre–post study with three independent
groups. Participants were enrolled into one of two different training interventions (Group 1: Simulator
training, Group 2: Attention training), or into a waiting group (Group 3: Control group). Due to
ethical aspects, the waiting group received the simulator training after the post-test. The reason for the
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assignment of the subjects to the three groups (3:2:2) was a postulated increased dropout rate, due to
simulator-sickness. Data acquisition took place during a period of 25 months (May 2010–June 2012).
During the course of the entire experiment, all subjects came to the laboratory for 14 sessions in total,
with Sessions 1 and 2 being conducted before the training period. The training period was comprised
of 10 sessions (Sessions 3 to 12, with five weeks between Sessions 3 and 12) and the post-test period
comprised two further sessions (Sessions 13 and 14). During Sessions 1 and 14, all subjects conducted
an on-road driving test and a cognitive test battery. In the 2nd and 13th session, the subjects worked
on tasks measuring specific executive functions (inhibition tasks: Stroop, Priming, and Flanker,)
during which EEG was recorded. The results, which we obtained during sessions 1 and 14, as well as
the general results of the training interventions, have been reported in one of our group’s previous
papers [53]. This paper summarizes that the driving simulator training is associated with improved
on-road driving performance, and also with improved performance in the cognitive test battery. In the
current paper, we focus on the brain workload measure obtained from the EEG recording during
performance of the inhibition tasks in the 2nd and 13th session. In addition, we will also examine the
influence of the training interventions on performance during the inhibition tasks.
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2.2. Training Interventions
A schematic overview over the training interventions is shown in Figure 1. In addition, the most
important differences between the driving simulator and attention training are shown in Figure 2.
Driving simulator training: In the driving simulator training, realistic driving scenarios, with
increasing complexity, traffic density, and difficulty (hazardous events) were used. Participants drove
actively in a realistic driver’s cabin (simulator-type: Trainer F12PT-1L, software version 12, Dr. Foerst
GmbH, Dr.-Ing. Reiner Foerst, Wiehl, Germany) during the driving scenarios, and were instructed
to drive as accurately as possible. We have described the driving simulator training in detail in
our previous paper, thus we only briefly present the main issues here. A training session involved
approximately 40 min of active driving through different scenarios, including interurban, suburban,
town, and motorway, plus 10 min of feedback on reaction time, number of errors, and driving skills.
Attention training: It was of the same length as the driving simulator training. The training was
comprised of practicing intrinsic (fog as a visualization for reducing visual contrast), and phasic
(sunshine as a visualization for better visual contrast) alertness, as well as practicing vigilance
(see also [54]). All attention trainings were conducted in front of a 1511 computer screen. The response
panel and other hardware were products of Schuhfried GmbH [55]. Participants in the attention
training group completed three training tasks consecutively (intrinsic and phasic alertness as well as
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vigilance), in each session. The software automatically increased the task difficulty when the subjects
completed less demanding task levels without any errors (software provided by Schuhfried GmbH).
For intrinsic and phasic alertness trainings, participants drove passively on a virtual motorcycle, and
had to react by pushing a button whenever an object appeared in their lane. These were cognitive
trainings, simulating traffic situations on a computer screen rather than being in the driving simulator.
By introducing foggy traffic situations, or by increasing the speed of the virtual motorcycle, the
demands of these training tasks were increased. With increasing speed, the reaction time decreased for
a correct response (pushing a corresponding button). During vigilance training, participants drove
passively in a virtual car and when an overtaking car’s backlight was shining, participants had to push
a corresponding button. Task difficulty increased with a decrease of events.
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2.3. Participants
We included in our analysis, those participants who qualified for the drive-wise project (the Zurich
Drive-Wise project [53]). Therefore, we only briefly report the sample demographics. All participants
had to be at least 60 years old and were recruited by newspaper advertisements. They received
a briefing about the project and completed different questionnaires about traffic relevant aspects
of their health (exclusion criteria: psychiatric, neurological or driving relevant illness, orthopedic
issues, medication influencing driving and sensory impairment) and driving behavior. Based on this
information the subjects were selected for this experiment. In Switzerland, drivers older than 70 years
have to conduct a biennial medical check to test their driving relevant fitness, a public guideline that
has been defined by the national traffic department. All participants had a valid driver’s license and
were randomly allocated to one of the three training groups, already mentioned above: the simulator
training group (n = 39), the attention training group (n = 26), and the control group (n = 26). The entire
sample was comprised of 77 participants, with a mean age of 72.36 ˘ 5.61 (range 62–87), and included
55 men (71.4%). The different sample sizes of the three groups are due to different dropout rates in
the three groups (primarily due to simulator sickness). The annual driving distance per year ranged
between 8973 and 11,909 km. During the training period, the two training groups had to fill out a
motivational and an emotional questionnaire. No group differences, with respect to demographic
variables (age, level of education, gender), health status (neurological, psychiatric disorder, orthopedic
problems, visual acuity) or driving behavior (active driving status, years of possession of driving
license, exposition of driving context), were observed. We instructed the subjects not to practice car
driving during the time of study participation, but although the subjects indicated that they did not
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practice, we had no opportunity to objectively test whether they had done so. For more details, see
also Casutt et al. [53].
2.4. EEG Recording and EEG Data Analysis
EEG was recorded during the inhibition tasks (see below). EEG and eye blinks were recorded
with a QuickAmp amplifier (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). Sixty-four EEG and two
eye channels (vertical and horizontal eye movements) were collected simultaneously during the
experiments with a sampling rate of 500 Hz, recorded with a 16 bit A/D converter and BrainVision
Recorder software (Brain Products GmbH). All electrodes were referenced to a common average
reference, and the impedances were maintained lower than 30 kΩ. Brain activity was recorded with
Ag/AgCl impedance-optimized electrodes (ActiCap, Brain Products GmbH Gilching, Germany).
Active electrodes were placed according to the 10–20 system, and were fixed into an EasyCap with
an adhesive patch. The ground electrode was positioned at AFz. The artifact-free and band pass
filtered (0.1–30 Hz) EEG data were segmented to 2 s epochs, starting 0.5 s before and ending 1.5 s
after stimulus presentation. These epochs were obtained for each task and for all correct answered
trials separately for every participant. For every 2-s segment, Fast Fourier transforms (FFT) were
calculated, which were then averaged to produce mean power spectra [45]. The sweeps were smoothed
using a Hanning window (window length 10% without compression; resolution: 0.488 Hz). Absolute
power spectra for frontal theta (4–8 Hz) and parietal alpha (8–12 Hz) were calculated for electrodes
Fz (for theta) and Pz (for alpha) and exported for statistical analysis. These power values were
processed to a frequently used brain workload score, by computing the ratio between frontal theta
(theta Fz) and parietal alpha (alpha Pz) (TAR = (theta Fz)/(alpha Pz)). After this preprocessing, more
than 200 power values for the theta and alpha band were obtained for every participant and task.
Here we used the theta/alpha ratio as a measure for brain workload [49]. BrainVision Recorder
and Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) were used to manage EEG
data recording, task presentation, and synchronization between EEG recording and task presentation.
All inhibition tests conducted during EEG recording were presented and controlled via a Windows
computer. The monitor (17-inch flat screen) presenting the task stimuli was placed in the Faraday
shielded cage, in which the EEG recordings were conducted.
2.5. Inhibition Tasks
Three inhibition tasks were used for this experiment: Stroop, Negative Priming and Flanker.
The dependent variables for these tasks were: reaction time (RT) and error rates (ER).
The Stroop task [56,57] was adapted from Hanslmayr, et al. [58], as a test stimulating deliberate
inhibition. In this test, participants were required to suppress word reading. It consisted of eight blocks
of two different conditions: four blocks of congruent, and four blocks of incongruent trials (each block
contained 36 trials). Blocks occurred in alternating order, and the starting block changed after each
measure. Stimuli were presented on a black screen in random order. In the congruent condition, the
German words “ROT” (red), “GRÜN” (green), “GELB” (yellow) and “BLAU” (blue) were presented
on the screen in their respective color. In the incongruent condition the four words were presented in
one of the other three incongruent colors (e.g., “BLAU” in color yellow, green, or red). All possible
combinations of word-color pairs were presented with equal probability. Participants were instructed
to push the corresponding button of the words’ color as fast and as accurate as possible. The maximal
presentation time was three seconds. Between trials there was a fixation cross with random time
interval between 1 to 1.5 s. RT and errors were registered in log files. The Stroop effect was observed:
t-test comparison before training sessions (T1) showed significantly faster RT, and fewer errors in the
congruent trials (905 vs. 1078 ms, t(76) = 10.4, p < 0.01; 2.3 vs. 5.6 errors, t(76) = 4.5, p < 0.01).
The Negative Priming (NP) task was adapted from Andrés, et al. [59], as an unaware inhibition
process. On a white screen, two overlapping capital letters, one in green and the other in red, were
presented for 500 ms. One letter was always a vowel and the other a consonant (vowels A, E, O,
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U; consonants H, K, N, R). Participants were instructed to decide if the red letter was a vowel or a
consonant by pushing a corresponding button (e.g., left button for vowels), as fast and as accurately
as possible. The task consisted of four blocks of two different conditions: two blocks of NP and two
blocks containing no NP (each block contained 56 trials). Blocks occurred in alternating order and the
starting block changed after each measure. NP was defined as the distractor (green letter) in trial n and
was the target (red letter) in trial n + 1. All possible letter combinations of vowel and consonant pairs
were presented with equal likelihood in a random order. After stimulus onset, a white screen was
presented with a maximal presentation time between intervals from 2.3 to 2.5 s. Before the presentation
of the next stimulus, a fixation cross with random time interval between 0.3 to 0.5 s was presented. RT
and errors were registered in log files. The NP effect was observed: t-test comparison before training
sessions (T1) showed significantly faster RT and fewer errors in trials without NP compared with NP
(671 vs. 688 ms, t(76)=3.78, p < 0.01; 5.9 vs. 7.1 errors, t(76) = 2.3, p < 0.05).
The Flanker task [60] used in this study was adapted from Salthouse [61], as a task requiring a
deliberate inhibition process. Participants were required to suppress responses to salient stimuli. On a
black screen one of four different arrow compositions was presented. Two stimuli were compatible
(“‹‹‹‹‹” and “›››››”) and two stimuli were incompatible (“››‹››” and “‹‹›‹‹”). Participants were instructed
to decide in each trial if the arrow in the middle (red only in this text) points to the left or the right
by pushing a corresponding button (left button for left arrow pointing arrow, right button for right
pointing arrow) as fast and as accurately as possible. The task consisted of four blocks, including both
conditions in 72 trials: compatible and incompatible trials were presented with equal likelihood in
random order. The maximal presentation time was three seconds, between trials a fixation cross was
presented with random time intervals ranging from 1 to 1.5 s. RT and errors were registered in log
files. In this task, the Flanker effect was clearly present: t-test comparison before training sessions
(T1) showed significantly faster RT and fewer errors in compatible trials (622 vs. 835 ms, t(76) = 9.73,
p < 0.01; 0.9 vs. 2.9 errors, t(76) = 4.5, p < 0.01). Reaction time differences between inhibition and neutral
trials (RTInhibition minus RTNeutral) for the NP and Flanker tasks, as well as between incongruent and
congruent trials (RTIncongruent minus RTCongruent) for the Stroop task used as measures representing
inhibition performance [58,59,61].
2.6. Statistical Analysis
Group differences were calculated at baseline (pre-test) using one-way ANOVAs for the
performance in the inhibition tasks and brain workload. The following dependent variables were
used to represent inhibition performance and brain workload: (1) reaction time differences between
inhibition and non-inhibition trials, as well as error rates; and (2) frontal theta and parietal alpha
power ratio (TAR), as a neurophysiological indicator of brain workload. As already mentioned in our
previous paper, there were no baseline differences with respect to the performance in the cognitive test
battery, on-road driving, or demographic variables. There were also no differences with respect to the
inhibition performance, or the TAR brain workload measure between the three groups. As described in
our first publication, a significant training progress for both training groups was detected. Additionally,
there was no between-groups difference in emotional or motivational aspects [53].
To test training related changes with respect to the performance in the inhibitory tasks, and the
brain workload measure, hierarchical multiple regression analysis, with planned group comparisons
of the training benefits (pre–post differences for the dependent variables), was carried out. For the
planned group comparisons, orthogonal contrast coding was used in accordance with the hypotheses
formulated in the introduction.
On the basis of our hypothesis formulated in the introduction, two a-priori (planned) contrasts
were designed, allowing us to examine potential interaction effects [62]. Therefore, we designed
interaction contrasts allowing us to test pre–post differences between both training groups (attention
and driving simulator training) and the control group. The second contrast was designed to compare
the two training groups. For statistical testing we used a significance level of p < 0.05. We also report
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trends for statistical significance, which are defined as effects associated with a p > 0.05 and a p < 0.10.
Since we used planned orthogonal contrasts, no further statistical significance testing was possible.
Further comparisons were made using Cohen’s d effect size [63] measure to descriptively describe
effects. Therefore, these effects can only be used to describe effects in this particular sample and for
this particular experimental setup [64]. A d-value > 0.3 and <0.5 is considered as small, a d-value > 0.5
and <0.8 as moderate, while a d-value >0.8 is considered as large.
3. Results
The data from all 77 participants obtained during the inhibition tasks were included in the analysis.
Due to technical problems during the EEG recording for one participant, this participant was excluded
from the final analysis. Thus, the statistical analysis reported here relies on 76 participants.
Training gains on behavioral data for all three paradigms (Stroop, Negative Priming, Flanker)
revealed no significant differences between the training groups and the control group, or between
the simulator training group and the attention-training group. Descriptive statistics from pre and
post inhibition performances are displayed in Table 1. Compared to the control group, there was no
significant linear improvement as a consequence of training, with respect to the reaction time difference
in the Stroop task (F(1,74) = 0.46, p = 0.50), in the Negative Priming task (F(1,74) = 0.03, p = 0.86), and
the Flanker task (F(1,74) = 0.39, p = 0.53). Planned contrasts between simulator training and attention
training revealed no differences in reaction time difference (incongruent minus congruent trials) in
the Stroop task (F(1,74) = 0.30, p = 0.59), in the Negative Priming (negative minus normal trial) task
(F(1,74) = 0.44, p = 0.51), and the Flanker task (incompatible minus compatible trial) (F(1,74) = 0.02,
p = 0.90). Due to these non-significant findings for the behavioral data, and the obvious similarity of
the measures obtained during the pre- and post-tests, no effect sizes were calculated (all d values are
approximately 0).
Descriptive statistics of the brain workload changes from pre- and post-training conditions are
displayed in Table 1, including Cohen’s d for the pre–post differences for the three groups. Interactions
between the two specific contrasts, and the linear trend of training gains due to brain workload changes
in each inhibition task are displayed in Table 2 and in Figure 3. Compared to the control group, there
was no significant linear improvement in brain workload (F(1,73) = 0.88, p = 0.18) for the Stroop task as
a result of the training, but there was a significant linear improvement for the simulator training group
compared to the attention training group (F(1,73) = 3.49, p < 0.05). Compared to the control group,
there was no significant linear improvement in brain workload (F(1,73) = 1.40, p = 0.12) for the Priming
task as a result of the training, but a trend for linear improvement in the simulator training group,
compared to the attention training group (F(1,73) = 1.68, p = 0.10). Compared to the control group,
there was a trend for linear improvement in brain workload (F(1,73) = 2.28, p = 0.068) for the Flanker
task as a result of the training, and a significant linear improvement in the simulator training group
compared to the attention training group (F(1,73) = 5.86, p < 0.01).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics from all inhibition tasks and brain workload.
Performance
Measure Variable
Simulator Training Group
(# N = 31; * N = 30) d
Attention Training Group
(N = 23) d Control Group (N = 23) d
Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test Pre-Test Post-Test
M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD) M (SD)
Inhibition
performance a
Stroop: RT congruent trials in s 0.899 (0.130) 0.853 (0.147) 0.926 (0.124) 0.850 (0.131) 0.893 (0.130) 0.864 (0.118)
Stroop: RT incongruent trials in s 1.060 (0.193) 0.969 (0.184) 1.101 (0.199) 0.995 (0.179) 1.079 (0.203) 1.028 (0.172)
Priming: RT normal trials in s 0.660 (0.077) 0.648 (0.094) 0.664 (0.052) 0.651 (0.076) 0.696 (0.106) 0681 (0.089)
Priming: RT neg. prime trials in s 0.675 (0.080) 0.668 (0.089) 0.683 (0.055) 0.668 (0.079) 0.710 (0.090) 0.698 (0.083)
Flanker: RT compatible trials in s 0.626 (0.130) 0.586 (0.112) 0.612 (0.090) 0.593 (0.104) 0.623 (0.067) 0.591 (0.066)
Flanker: RT incomp. trials in s 0.825 (0.280) 0.722 (0.190) 0.834 (0.264) 0.751 (0.230) 0.849 (0.222) 0.737 (0.106)
Brain workload
Stroop 2.06 (1.41) 1.34 (0.67) 0.54 2.03 (1.65) 2.06 (1.52) 0.01 1.41 (0.73) 1.40 (0.98) 0.01
Priming 2.01 (1.23) 1.27 (0.57) 0.61 1.61 (1.28) 1.44 (0.70) 0.15 1.57 (1.71) 1.58 (1.00) 0.01
Flanker 1.96 (1.03) 1.14 (0.80) 0.67 1.36 (0.84) 1.31 (0.86) 0.05 1.43 (1.28) 1.43 (1.00) 0.00
Notes: d = Cohen’s d effect size [64] using the pooled SD for both conditions and correcting for dependence between means according to Morris and DeShon [65]. # for on-road and
behavioral performance scores, * for EEG measures, a Smaller scores reflect better performance, RT = reaction time, s = seconds.
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Table 2. Multiple regression analysis for the interaction between orthogonal contrasts and linear trend
for the brain workload.
Variable B SE β
Brain workload during Stroop task
Linear interaction AB ˆ C ´0.067 0.071 ´0.075
Linear interaction A ˆ B ´0.221 0.118 ´0.150 *
Brain workload during Priming task
Linea interaction AB ˆ C ´0.077 0.065 ´0.094
Linear interaction A ˆ B ´0.140 0.108 ´0.103 +
Brain workload during Flanker sk
Linear interaction AB ˆ C ´0.072 0.048 ´0.101 +
Linear interaction A ˆ B ´0.193 0.080 ´0.162 **
Notes: A = driving simulator group; B = attention training group; C = control group; AB ˆ C = comparison of
the average of the training effect for group A and B versus the training effect for group C; A ˆ B = comparison
of the training effect for group A versus the training effect for group B; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; + p < 0.10; SE =
standard error.
4. Discussion
The main goal of this research was to investigate whether the performance in inhibition tasks
and brain workload (indexed by theta Fz/alpha Pz) change because of different training regimes.
In this paper, we examined the influence of a driving simulator and attention training, on inhibition
tasks, performance, and brain workload. Supplementing our already published results on the
benefits of driving simulator training [53], this paper demonstrates that realistic driving simulator
training also reduces brain workload during performance of the inhibition tasks outside the driving
simulator situation. No changes in the behavioral performance (inhibition task) was found, which
emphasizes that fewer brain resources are needed for the same reaction time and error rates. The lack
of change in the inhibition task performance can be explained as a consequence of the inhibition task
paradigms, since no change in mental workload was included. For this reason, task difficulty did
not change. In line with the neural changes in the driving simulator group, the task execution was
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easier after training than before. Since driving simulator training can be considered as multi-domain
training, complex multi-domain trainings tend to exert greater efficacy than single-domain training
approaches, in regards to various outcome measures [26,66]. In this context, it has also been shown that
driving simulator training, as a model for multi-domain training, induces improvements in on-road
driving [9,33], while single-domain trainings are less effective [22,27,28]. It is important to note that
these improvements are associated with a shift in brain workload measures.
Recent publications have demonstrated the importance of complex training approaches, and
their relationship to changes in mental and/or brain workload [26,66]. Our main finding is that older
participants who took part in the simulator training, showed a decrease in brain workload during
the performance of tasks requiring inhibitory functions. However, it is important to note that the
performance in these tasks did not change, so the simulator training reveals an advantage over the
other training regimes, with respect to the fact that less neuronal resources are needed after training, to
conduct inhibitory tasks.
Further research could focus on the reasons for this selective influence of the simulator training.
Our results support the idea that the driving simulator training requires more brain workload than a
consecutive attention training, which has been proven by other authors. Cantin and colleagues [37]
have demonstrated that driving complexity is associated with mental workload in older adults. Also,
Lei and Roetting [52] revealed in a younger sample that brain workload increases in line with mental
workload. Handling a driving simulator during different demanding traffic situations entails the
efficient usage of several psychological functions (including inhibition of inadequate responses), either
sequentially or simultaneously [29,30]. While practicing this demanding task, the subjects may learn
to allocate the neurophysiological resources more efficiently [67]. Thus, this finding is in line with
previous research, demonstrating that demanding multi-domain trainings tend to have greater efficacy
or impact than single-domain trainings [22,27,28]. Moreover, this neuronal shift could be the reason
why simulator trainings induce positive behavioral changes in on-road driving [9,21,33], in healthy
older subjects.
Although the brain workload measures obtained during the performance of the inhibition tasks
decrease as a consequence of the driving simulator training, the performance in these tasks remain
unchanged, even for the attention training. The reasons for the lack of training effects on behavioral
measures of executive functions in older subjects need further investigation [68,69]. It could be that
the underlying neurophysiological processes change as a consequence of task-relevant, age-dependent
compensational strategies. This idea is supported by a recent finding of Wild-Wall, Falkenstein and
Hohnsbein [43]. Although these authors did not conduct a training study, they reported a type of
dissociation between behavioral and neurophysiological indices of executive functions. They described
a general slowing in performing executive tasks for the older subjects. This was not accompanied by
reductions in interference effects, similar to those found in younger subjects. As the authors identified
enhanced frontal N1 ERP amplitudes in older subjects, they suggested that older participants pay more
attention to the task without influencing the task performance. Such compensatory neurophysiological
activations are frequently found in studies comparing young and old subjects [70,71]. They are the
pivotal argument for the posterior-anterior shift theory in aging [71].
Furthermore, it is important to note that the three inhibition tasks are not identical in relation
to their theoretical framework. In the Stroop task, participants have to suppress reading. Therefore,
participants must consciously suppress an automated brain function [72]. The Negative Priming
task measures another automatic inhibitory process in addition to awareness [59]. In the current
study, none of the participants realized the existence of a distractor, and as a result the Negative
Priming effect was observed. The Flanker task requires non-automated brain functions, associated
with inhibitory functions, of which the subjects are aware. The task difficulty is based on the fact
that the subjects are required to actively suppress salient information with high task relevance [73].
Nevertheless, there is one common parameter in all three tasks, which is processing speed. Processing
speed is frequently described as a typical function, for which older participants demonstrate weaker
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performance [74]. This “slowing” in older subjects is often evident in situations when different
cognitive functions compete for control resources, which typically occurs in inhibition tasks [75].
Several studies have reported that older subjects use various compensatory brain resources to cope
with these demanding situations [76–79]. Another study investigating the inhibitory deficit theory,
found a difference in effect between younger and older adults, but no age-related interference effect [80].
The authors concluded that younger and older adults did not differ in their relative incapability to
prevent the processing of irrelevant information. Transforming these findings to our results, we
interpret the neuronal changes without any accompanying behavioral change, as a shift in cognitive
strategies. Both training approaches included speed-sensitive components (feedback performance of
reaction time), but at the behavioral level, no reduction in reaction time difference (RTInhibition minus
RTNeutral) was observed. The change in brain workload in the simulator group may represent a shift
from compensational, to more efficiently operating inhibitory processes, which needs less mental
and neurophysiological resources. Anguera et al. [26] found comparable results and interpreted their
findings as: “training-induced neuroplasticity as the mechanistic basis of these training effects”. Fronto-striatal
circuits [81] play a crucial role, not only for motor functions, but also for cognitive and emotional
functions as well. Tisch et al. [81] concluded the following on page 770.
“To summarize, of the fronto-striatal circuits described to date, only two, the motor and
oculomotor circuits, have primarily motor functions. The remaining circuits are nonmotor and play
a role in specific aspects of cognition or in regulation of drive, motivation, mood, and elements of
social behavior.”
Based on the current results, some of these circuits might be used during the simulator training
more extensively than in the single domain cognition training, due to multitasking, task novelty and
complexity. In accordance with Gevins et al. [47], participants from the simulator training group
completed inhibition tasks with equal performance, but needed less attention (reduced frontal theta),
and were in a state of relaxation (increased parietal alpha) during task completion. Participants from
the simulator group might perform with more flexibility and use less compensatory strategies after
training [76,77]. In line with the current results, it seems that there are inhibitory fronto-striatal circuits
with on-road driving relevance. Further research in this field should focus on these circuits and its
influence on ageing and driving performance.
Our hypothesis was that the simulator training would induce psychological and
neurophysiological processes, reducing the task-related brain workload level more than single attention
trainings. Our hypothesis is grounded by the idea that complex driving simulator training, activates
and trains several psychological functions, while consecutive single attention training generally makes
use of only one psychological function. Therefore, when using a higher brain workload level for
a longer time, the involved neural networks may have the opportunity to adapt to these demands,
and develop a more efficient wiring, which at the end causes reduced brain workload levels during
demanding tasks in general. In fact, we identified reduced brain workload levels during inhibitory
tasks, only for those participants practicing the driving simulator. Further research needs to investigate
how these gains affect driving safety, and whether complex training approaches can be implemented
as tools for high-risk drivers, or for neurological rehabilitation programs.
5. Limitations
Since we used a priori defined contrasts, we could not test all possible training induced differences
statistically. Therefore, we were only in the position to describe some potentially interesting training
related differences descriptively.
A major limitation of this type of study is that it is unclear how long the observed beneficial
effects of the driving simulator training will persist. There are some papers reporting reduced numbers
of collisions [17], improved driving behavior, or cognitive performance for quite a long period after
training [17,21,82]. However, further research is needed to examine the long-term consequences of
driving simulator training.
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Here we have used a relatively simple brain workload measure (theta Fz/alpha Pz), however,
several other brain workload measures have been proposed, most likely reflecting more precisely the
neurophysiological resources used, to control particular psychological functions [24,67,83–85].
It should also be noted that driving simulator trainings are also associated with some
disadvantages. A fraction of the subjects suffers from simulator sickness or dizziness. In our
study, we tested this explicitly, and excluded affected subjects, who suffered seriously from these
disadvantageous states. However, we adapted our simulator setting in order to reduce possible
simulator sickness feeling, by using smaller monitors and we disassembled the movable platform
underneath the simulator seat that simulated car movements.
In addition, we did not control what the subjects did during the training period, when they were
outside of our laboratory. Therefore, it might be that those subjects who had been enrolled in the
driving simulator training were those who actually drove more in their car, because they had become
more confident in their driving skills. It could also be possible that the specific training scenario
stimulated other kinds of behavior, which the subjects perform more frequently outside the laboratory,
which might be beneficial for the subjects. However, this is a general problem for almost all long-term
training studies published so far, because it is rather difficult to control what the subjects actually
do when they are outside the laboratory. Future studies using mobile devices might help to solve
this problem.
Finally, we would like to acknowledge that we discussed our findings in the context of cognitive
inhibitory control mechanisms, which were improved during the driving simulator training. The
multiple factors (e.g., emotion, motivation, or for example personality) and its complexity is discussed
in the review published by Nigg [86]. In our study, we controlled emotional and motivational aspects
in our sample [53] and therefore we were not able to focus on the whole complexity of inhibitory
control mechanisms. However, to formulate elaborate hypotheses about possible further influences on
involved processes, in the context of inhibitory processes, we would need a different experimental
design to delineate these different processes. Hopefully, future studies might be conducted accordingly.
6. Conclusions
In our first paper on the Drive-Wise project, we were able to demonstrate that driving simulator
training improves on-road driving performance [53]. In the current paper, we elaborate the potential
of driving simulator trainings to induce brain plasticity in older drivers. Active and complex
simulator training, associated with high mental workload, reduces brain workload during inhibition
tasks. In summary, this driving-simulator training induces a kind of optimization of inhibitory
control. The trained participants exert inhibitory control with less neurophysiological “effort”.
Consequently, this demonstrates that driving simulators are not only useful devices for improving
on-road driving performance, but also for complex cognitive functions training. Further research needs
to investigate how these gains affect driving safety (e.g., reduction in crash number), and whether
complex training approaches can be implemented as tools for high risk drivers, or for neurological
rehabilitation programs.
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